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Visual Information-Seeking Mantra

Overview first, zoom and filter, 
then details-on-demand

Shneiderman, 1996



SWIM Visualization

 SWIM
 Database
 Flex/Flash Model Dashboard
 TreeMap
 Custom Visualizations
 Next Steps



Oregon Statewide Integrated Model 
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Presentation Notes
The Oregon Statewide Integrated Model (SWIM2) structure is shown in Figure 1.  The top half of the figure shows the spatial activity model, which starts with a regional economic model (ED).  The model-wide construction and industry activity totals are then allocated to zones (3000 zones in Oregon and surrounding counties) (floorspace development allocated in ALD, industry activity in PI), using a spatial input-output model that respects economic relationships among businesses and households, and responds to price signals and travel costs.  PI is an earlier version of the PECAS model [21-22], while ALD is an aggregate land use model.  A synthetic population is then developed (in SPG) consistent with the employment totals.  Home and work locations are assigned consistent with the labor flow patterns from PI. It should be noted that there is currently no feedback to the economic model.  Thus the regional economic activity is not impacted by changes in land use and commodity prices resulting from location decisions and travel costs in the rest of the model.  SWIM2 operates using a system of geographic zones that cover the entire state of Oregon and a ‘halo’ of about 50 miles including counties immediately adjacent to the state boundaries. The bottom half of the figure shows the transport components of the SWIM2 model.  They include micro-simulation tour-based models of personal travel (PT) and commercial/goods movement (CT), and simple model of external truck travel (ET).  PT simulates daily activity patterns and resulting trips for over 5 million people in the study area (from SPG’s synthetic population).  CT translates the flow of goods (in dollars from PI) into vehicle trips, combining shipments for a typical weekday.  The resulting vehicle trips are assigned to the network using a standard equilibrium approach. 



Database
 Need: Each model run  80GB
 Developed SQLite database for each model run (scenario)

 5GB consistent data!
 Zone and link data (no microlevel data)



SWIMVIZ
 Model Analysis Dashboard
 Developed Flex/Flash 

dashboard in Adobe AIR 
(desktop Flash)
 Works with the SQLite 

Database
 Design goal: Intuitive + 

Flexible
 Queries, Tables, and 

Visuals



1) Query 2) Tables

3) Visuals



TreeMap  
 Displays shares (like a pie chart)
 Colored by a different attribute (such as growth rate)
 Good for hierarchical data (nested mode choice model)
 Dynamic – implemented with Flex/Flash



 Run SWIMVIZ to generate household data set
 Copy to clipboard, paste in Excel, and save as CSV file

Custom Visualizations  



 Run dotDensity.R  saves a *.png for each tstep (year)
 R Animation library (ImageMagick)  create animated gif



Next Steps
 Additional Usability:

 Additional data dimension in the queries
 Manually adjust scales
 More default queries

 Multiple Scenario Visuals
 Database Improvements

 A microsimulation DB!
 Web DB + Web Dashboard in progress
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